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ABSTRACT 
The papa repom the indentation of a semi-infinite, initially stressed elastic medium under the aaion ofan 
axisymmetric rigid punch pressing the medium normally. The problem has been considered within the hamework 
of incremental deformation theory for neo-Hookean solids. Using the Hankel'stransformation, thedistributionsof 
incremental stress and strain have been obtained. Indentations by a flat-ended circular cylindrical punch and a 
conical punch have been obtained as special cases and theseeffects have been studied numerically and presented 
in the form ofcurves. l l i spmblm hasdefenceapplication as many launchingpadcand firing machines havesome 
neo-Hookean solids asbuffer which bear enormous impact or punch during the action of the machine. 
Keywords: Neo-Hookan solids, Hankel's bans6wmation.inctywntal deformation theory, axisymmevic r~gid 
punch cylindrical tnmch, conical punch 
NOMENCLATURE A f; Incremental boundary force per unit initial 
area 
xi Cartesian coordinates 
p0 Shear modulus in an unstrained state 
n, Components of unit nonnal to boundary surface 
P Initial all-around compressive stress 
s'J ing t o  initial finite deformation referred ta-*j. ::- ' ~ , A(<)  
B(6) Integral constants 
p Density in a finite deformation 
W Elastic potential per unit volume 1. INTRODUCTION 
Various elastic bodies posses initial stress which 
y Incremental displacement (infinitesimal) exists in the body by process of preparation or by 
Ai Extension ratio the action of body forces, e.g. a sheet of metal 
rolled up 'into a cylinder and the edges welded 
e~ Incremental strain together. If such a body is further subjected to deforming forces then apart from the initial finite 
~ i s ~ l a c e m e n t  function deformation, it will have incremental deformation 
~ s r 8  also. Many tanks and missile firing machines have 
w 1ncremental.rotation 
'J . . some buffer material to bear the impact-offeverse 
e Incremental valume expansion action of the machine when th 
cases, the effect of punch o n  
' S~ Incremental stress referred to axes which are studied in the light of f i n ~ ~ ~ % h i s  .: .~ z paper. Trefftz', 
incrementally disp~6&&:with the medium Neuber2, a a h ' B i ~ t ~ . ~  have discussed and 
~ ~ 
, 
. ._eii. , 
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given basic equations of such incremental deformation point in the initially deformed bodxare connected 
theory. The derivation of basic equations generally with rectangular coordinated by relahns: 
comes from the theory of finite deformation making 
use of tensor calculus. But Biot has developed his 
theory using Cartesian concepts and elementary r = m ,  e=tan-'(x,/x,), z=x ,  (4) 
mathematical method. Using his theory (in which 
it is not only easy to understand t.k,physical meaning It is assumed that the only non-zero components 
of incremental stress and sfrain Wut also useful for of hitial stress are Srr, S,and Szz which are uniform 
mathematical analysis), he has treated some interesting throughout the body and the body is in the state 
problems. Later on, ~ u r a s h i ~ e ' . ~  discussed an of symmetrical incremental strain wrt z-axis. The 
axisy-& circular crack problem and a two- eqvations of motion [Eqn (I)] reduce, in the cylindrical 
dimensional crack problem for an initially stressed polar coordinates, to: 
neo-Hookean solid. The problem of opening of a 
crack of prescribed shape in an initially stressed 
body has been discussed by AIi9. HaraaS et of. -+- - - "  +!%A(s,-s_)-- % -p7 azu, 
Invove", et al. and Sakamot~'~,  et a1. have discussed & a &  - & dt 
some contact problems. Recently, Fan and Hwd3 8s.. 1 a 1 a Jz y 
have discussed euncb problems for an isotropic A+--(rs=)-(s,, B r6k - s , ) - - ( r ~ = ) = ~ -  r8r 
elastric half-plane by combining Stork's formalism 
arz 
and the method of analytic continuation. 
In the oresent studv. an attempt has been made ( 5 )  
to find the stresses and strains in a semi-infinite, 
initially stressed elastic medium, which is pressed The incremental displacements u, and uz in 
normally by an axisymmetric rigid punch. The medium terms of potential function 4 $r? zJsapsgiypn by: 
is supposed to be isotropic, homo-.us m d  
In the rectangular Cartesian coordinates, (x, 
and time, I), the equations of motion for incremental The function Q is given by the simple partial differential equation as deformation theory and the expressions of incremental 
boundary forces per unit area are: 
3% awl hJk as, aZu, 
-+S -+S,--e -= 
Jk ax] P,,I ( 1 )  1 8  adi axJ lk h, axJ {t g(r:)+$H~;z(r,) 
where the usual convention for summation over 
repeatrid. indices is applied. 
where K = A /Az. The stress-strain relations are: 
According to Kurashige7, the components of 
incremental displacement and stress, in a steddystate, 
4 2  - s33 = P O ( G  -A;) are given by: ~ (3) . . .. :.:., 




ur= f z t  ~ ! ( r t ) 4 ,  u ~ + j . i k ~ ~ ~ ( r t ) 4  (9) 
The cylindrical polar coordinated (r,O,z) of a 0 0 
where 
. and 4 is the Hankel transfarm of 4 defined by 
where Jo and J ,  are Bessel functions of order 
0 and 1, respectively. 
Equation (7), by$@nlc.eE9@ transform, reduces 
to the following ordinary diTferentia1 equation, 
giving $I (r ,z)  for a steadystate: 
3. PUNCH PROBLEM 
It is assumed that the semi-infinite medium 
z  t 0 is initially deformed and the components ST, 
' .* 
in addition to SBB, is also zero so that 
. P" 
'. 
i s, = p , , ( ~ :  -1;) = - P (14) 
From Eqns (8) and (14), it is obvious that for no 
initial stress, when P = 13, K = 1 .  
The solution of the difhential Eqn (13) is 
given by 
The rigid punch is in the form of a solid of 
revolution which has the equation z  =Ar), referred 
to the tip of the punch as origin and it has a radius 
of contact 'a' with the medium (Fig. 1). If the 
pressurep(r) is assumed to be applied in the plane 
z = 0 ,  and the contact is free from friction, the 
boundary conditions are: 
where D is a parameter whose physical significance 
is that it is the depth to which the tip of the punch 




Figure I. Indentation of a semi-infinite solid by an axi- 
symmetrical rigid punch. 
Applying boundary conditions [Eqn (16)] to 
the solution [Eqn (IS)], one has: 
.&& - 
The boundary condi+io~s [Eqn ( 1  7)] give the 
following dual integralequations. 
indentation of the boundary by a flat-ended circular 
%<F(<) JO = D - f ( r J  ( O s r s a )  ( I9 )  cylinder of radius, a.  Sinch in this case, the profile 
of the punch is not smooth at r = a ,  one must 
( I > @ )  (20) regard D as one of the data of problem. In this 
case f , ( x )  = 0 and from Eqn (25), one gets: 
Taking { p ( { )  = Y (a<),  one has from Eqns (19) 
and (20) g(t)=,/@ija~ 
Therefore, one has: 
~ ~ ( c ) ~ ~ ( x c ) d c  = 4 -f;(xX ( 0 s + s  1) (21) 
2 0  sing P(x) = -- CC Y(C) J~ ( x 5 ) d ~  = 0. (3 2 1 )  (22) x e2 
in which Dl = aD, f , ( x )  = aflax) and a5 = c 
The solution of Eqn. (22) is given1) as follows: 
Equation (21) is equivalent to the Abel's integral 
equation: 
where the unknown functioin" g(t) is given by 
and 
F r s l ~  Ikp~ (23), yr (5 )  and hence y (a<) is known. 
Thus B(<) being known, the components of stress 
and strain can be found. 
4. SPECIAL CASES 
4.1 Fld-Ended Circular Cylindrical Punch 
~et:'ih6 case be considered in which the  semi- 
infinite elastic medium is deformed by the normal 
Hgnce 
Thus, the non-vanishing components of incremental 
displacement and stresses are in terms of the Hankel 
inversion, SneddonI4, as follows: 
sin at 
-J,(*) 4 5 (32) 
2 0  
sI, = po~:]{(~ + K ~ ) ~  e - ~ '  -e -az  
"(1- K2) (35) 
4 3  Conical Punch 
Here the boundary of the semi-inifinite elastic 
medium is deformed by a conical punch whose axis 
is normal to the inaaated plane. It is assumed that 
the axis of  tbe cone coincides with the z-axis and 
that vertex points downwards into the interior 
of the medium. In this case one takes: 
where the semi-vertical angle /I {= (d2)-a) of the 
conical punch is supposed to be large, so that the 
conical punch is not very much pointed. 
1 D = - m ,  whem &=atnna 
2 
From Eqn (25), one obtains the expression: 
g(1) = d(21n) aD (1-1) (36) 
Thus one gets: 
Hence 
&me,tfie~lkvanishing components ofincremental 
disolacement and stressesare in terms of Hankel's 
transformation as follows: 
( 1  - cosae) 
e2 Jo(rS)dr 
The case of non-initial stress can be obtained 
by making K+ 1. The results so obtained agree 
with those already obtained by Sneddon'' for,materials 
which obey Hook's law. From the expressions of 
displacements and stresses, it appears that as K+ 1, 
all components of displacement and stresses tend 
to infinity which means that the situation becomes 
unstable. 
6. NUMERICAL RESULTS & D ON 
in Figs. 2-5. As discussed earlier, for a non-initially 
F i p r e  2. Variation o i n o r d  component ofincrc1~nt.l stress 
s= with r. 
stressed body, P =  0 which is given by K = l .  For 
a body with high initial stress Ply tends to unity. 
Variations of stresses and displacement have been 
shown for values 0 wd.8, i.e. 
for cases ~ w ; n  
2- 0 4  
4 . 7  I . . . " .,. . 
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Figurc3.- %&#&I of radial component of incraaW&t~ess 
.* 
s, nithi..,, . ,:.: . ,: . , 
those with high initial stress. 
(a) Figure 2 exhibits the variation of normd components 
of incremental stress s_ with r at z = 0 . 1 ~ .  It shows 
that the lower the initial compressive stress is, the 
higher is the stress component under the punch. 
-. 
Near r = a ,  there is sharp rise and fall in the 
* 
stress. In fact in the case of a flat-ended circular . 
punch, the edge of the punch comes in contact 
with the elastic body which produces large stresses. 
This explains the discontinuity of stress near r = a, 
(b) Figure 3 shows the variation of the radial component 
of incremental stress, s- with J along r = 0, i.e. 
z-axis. It is interesting to note that for the non- 
initially stressed body, sU is tensile and increases 
monotoakalty from mfo. But for initially stressed 
b o d i  itfust- and then inc- monotonically, 
remaining compressive. 
(c) Figure 4 gives the variation of incremental stress, i 
s,, with r. Higher the init'ial compressive stress is, a 
the higher the incremental stress, sl, is. It increases, . 
monotonically from the centre of the punch and 
rises very sharply rime the ede- of  :the punch, 
4 - .  7 
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Figure 4. Variation of radial componen~6fincrementnl stress 
s, with r. 
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